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Abstract
For an algebraic group G and a projective curve X, we study the category of D-
modules on the moduli space Bun0 of principal G-bundles on X using ideas from
conformal field theory. We describe this category in terms of the action of infinitesi-
mal Hecke functors on the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on Bun0 . This family
of functors, parametrized by the Ran space of X, acts by averaging a quasi-coherent
sheaf over infinitesimal modifications of G-bundles at prescribed points of X. We
show that sheaves which are, in a certain sense, equivariant with respect to infinites-
imal Hecke functors are exactly D-modules, i.e. quasi-coherent sheaves with a flat
connection. This gives a description of flat connections on a quasi-coherent sheaf on
Bun0 which is local on the Ran space.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Deformation Theory
Let G be a connected complex semi-simple Lie group with Lie algebra g, and let X
be a smooth projective complex curve. Let Bun0 be the moduli space of principal
algebraic (or equivalently holomorphic) G-bundles on X. The first step in studying
this moduli space is understanding its local geometry. For a G-bundle P on X, we
can identify the tangent space of Bun0 at P via the Kodaira-Spencer isoniorphism
TpBun ~ - H 1(X,g-)
where gp is the associated bundle to P given by the adjoint action of G on P.
The natural next question is to understand the higher order jet spaces of Bunc
at a principal G-bundle P, or equivalently higher order infinitesimal neighborhoods.
There is a general philosophy due to Deligne, Drinfeld, Feigin developed by Hinich
[HinOl] and others that for a moduli space M in characteristic zero, the local geometry
of M at a point x E M is governed by a differential graded Lie algebra LMx. In
particular, the infinite jet space at x is given by the Lie algebra homology
Jx(M) ~ H*(LM,x).
For a principal G-bundle, P on X, the relevant Lie algebra which governs deforma-
tions of P is given by the RP(X,gy). Thus, we obtain a higher Kodaira-Spencer
isomorphism
J '(BunG) ~_ H*(RP(X, gp)). (1.1.1)
The description of formal moduli problems in terms of dg Lie algebras can be ex-
tended to sheaves. Namely, for a moduli space M, let LM,x be the dg Lie algebra
governing the local geometry of M at a point x E M. Then the category of mod-
ules over the dg Lie algebra LM,x corresponds to the category of ind-coherent sheaves
on M (a variant of quasi-coherent sheaves) which are set-theoretically supported at x.
The appearance of differential graded Lie algebras in algebraic geometry suggests
an analogy with homotopy theory via Quillen's model of rational homotopy theory
[Qui69] in terms of dg Lie algebras. We have the following table of analogies between
(dg) Lie algebras, formal moduli and rational homotopy theory.
Lie Algebras Formal Moduli Rational Homotopy
Lie algebra L Formal moduli M Rational space X
L-modules Ind-Coherent Sheaves Local systems (of rational spectra)
Trivial Module Dualizing Complex Trivial local system
Lie algebra homology Sheaf cohomology Homology of local system
There is another approach to describing higher order jet spaces of Bun0 due
to Beilinson-Ginzburg [BG92] and Ran [Ran93]. They define suitable complexes of
(ni)
sheaves gy on Syrn, (X) such that the n-th order jet space of Bun0 at P is given by
(BunG) ~ H"(S'rn (X), g), (1.1.2)
where Syrtn (X) is a certain version of the n-th symmrietric power of X. In particular
the space J "')(BunG) has a natural filtration such that the n-th graded piece is
given by the cohomology of a certain sheaf on Conf,.(X), the configuration space of
n-points of X. As will be explained, the equivalence of these two descriptions of the
higher order jet spaces of BunG is an instance of chiral Koszul duality in the sense of
[FG11]. A key point is that Bun is given as the mapping space
BunG = Hom(X, BG),
where BG is the classifying stack of G.
It will be instructive to consider the following analogous situation in topology, re-
lating mapping spaces and configuration spaces. Let K be a CW complex which is
n-connected, and let AK be the n-fold loop space AK := q"K. The space AK has a
natural structure of an Er-algebra [May72). Roughly, an E, algebra is a topological
space with n-compatible monoid structures. It is described by an operad, whose space
of k-ary operations is homotopy equivalent to
E,,(k) ~_ Confk (R"),
the configuration space of k-points in R'.
Now, let M be a compact parallelized n-dimensional manifold. In this case, we
can define Conf(M; AK), the configuration space of points in M with summable
labels given by AK. A point of Conf (M; AK) is a tuple (i; (mi, ... ,mi); (ai, .. . , ai))
where i > 0, (mi, . . . , mi) e Confi,(M) and (ai, ... ai) C A'. It is topologized so that
when two points of M collide, their labels are multiplied according to the E" algebra
structure on AK [Sal0l]. There is a homotopy equivalence
Map(M, K) ~- Conf (M; AK). (1.1.3)
Passing to rational honotopy theory, the rational homotopy type of K is modelled by
a dg Lie algebra LJ(, and the rational homotopy type of Map(M, K) is given by the
(derived) global sections RF(M, LK) of the constant sheaf of dg Lie algebras on M
given by LK. The corresponding cocominutative coalgebra is given by the Lie algebra
homology C.,(RF(M, L1c)).
We can also describe the rational homotopy type of Conf(M; AK ). There is a
natural map of operads
Lie[n - 1] -+E,
which is given by the Browder operation, and the rational homotopy type A(LK) of
AK is given by induction of LKr[n - 1] along this map of operads (the induced En-
algebra also has a natural structure of a cocommutative coalgebra). Now, let Rat(Af)
be the space of non-empty finite subsets of M. It has a natural stratification with
strata given by CornfA(M) for k > 0. As explained in [Lurl 1], the Er-algebra (in chain
complexes) A(LK ) gives a factorization algebra A(LK) on Al, i.e. a constructible
cosheaf on Ran(MJ) with respect to the natural stratification such that the fibers are
given by
A(L)s 0 A(L)
meS
for a finite subset S C A. Then the space of cosections
T~ Hes(M, A(LKy)) := RF(Rant(M), A(LKt))
called the topological chiral homology of A(LK) has a natural structure of a co-
connmutative coalgebra, and it models the rational homotopy type of Conf (Al; A1 ).
Thus, we can formulate the rational version of (1.1.3) as
T Hcsh (M, A (LKy)) ~ C* (RF(M/, LKy)). 114
In fact, by considering factorization algebras on M rather than En-algebras, we can
remove the condition of parallelizability on M. This is a special case of Lurie's non-
abelian Poincare duality [Lurl1l].
Let's now return to the situation where X is a smooth projective complex curve.
Then X (C) is a 2-dimensional manifold, and we can consider factorization algebras
on X(C). For a factorization algebra A on X(C), we can describe the corresponding
cosheaf on the Ran space as a collection of constructible cosheaves AC') on X"(C)
with certain comaptibility and factorization isomorphisms. By the Riemann-Hilbert
correspondence, we obtain a collection of regular holonomic algebraic D-modules on
the spaces X" with compatibility and factorization isomorphisms. This notion of a
factorization algebra in terms algebraic D-modules does not require the D-modules
to be regular or holonomic. This leads to the notion of a factorization (or chiral)
algebra as defined by Beilinson and Drinfeld [BD04].
In the algebro-geometric setting, the Ran space is not any kind of algebraic space.
Instead, we consider the Ran space of a curve X as a diagram of schemes I - X1,
indexed by the category SOP opposite to finite sets and surjections (a surjection corre-
sponds to a diagonal map of powers of X). We can therefore consider the category of
D-modules on Ran(X) as a limit of the corresponding diagram of categories. Roughly
speaking, a factorization algebra A is a D-module on Ran(X) so that for a partition
S ~ Si IU S2 of a finite subset S C X, we have compatible isomorphisms
As ~- As, As2.
Thus one should regard a factorization algebra on X as a kind of algebro-geometric
version of an E 2 algebra. For a factorization algebra A, the chiral homology is defined
as
Hch(X, A) HaR (Ran(X), A).
Beilinson and Drinfeld show that the structure of a factorization algebra A is
equivalent to that of a D-nodule B A[1] on X together with a chiral Lie bracket
{ ,}' : ~j(B Z B) -+ a(B3)
which is skew-symmetric and satisfies a kind of Jacobi identity (involving higher
powers of X), where A is the inclusion of the diagonal X -+ X 2 and j the inclusion
of its complement. Such a structure is called a chiral algebra.
Furthermore, in the D-module setting, there is a notion of a Lie-* algebra on X,
which for regular holonornic D-modules corresponds to a sheaf of Lie algebras under
the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. Thus, in the theory of chiral algebras, Lie-*
algebras play a role analogous to that of Lie algebras in topology. A Lie-* algebra is
a D-module L on X with a Lie-* bracket
{ , }* : L M L -+* A(L)
which is skew-symmetric and satisfies a kind of Jacobi identity.
Given a chiral algebra B, the composition
B Z B jj(B X B) -- A*(B)
defines a natural Lie-* algebra on the Dx-module B. There is an adjoint functor
L -A(L) which associates to a Lie-* algebra a chiral algebra A(L) called the chiral
envelope. As in topology, the chiral homology of A(L) can be computed as Lie algebra
homology [BD04)
Heh ( X, A (L )) ~C ( Ha( X, L )).(1.5
This isomorphism explains the equivalence of the two descriptions of higher jet spaces
of BunG (1.1.1) and (1.1.2). Specifically, for a principal G-bundle P on X, we have
that the induced D-module
L9 := Dx ®ox g'
has a natural structure of a Lie-* algebra, and we have
He-h(X, A(L{;,)) ~C (Hd  (X, L P,)) ~ C* (R (X, gy)).
1.2 From Deformation Theory to D-Modules
Let Y be a smooth variety. Let V be a quasi-coherent sheaf on Y, e.g. a vector
bundle. A flat connection on V is a map
V : V - V o Q
satisfying the Leibniz rule and with vanishing curvature. Such a structure gives a left
action of Dy, the sheaf of differential operators on Y, on V.
In the case of a smooth manifold M with a smooth vector bundle V, a flat con-
nection on V defines, via parallel transport, an isomorphism
for each path ' : [0, 1] -- ' A from x to y, which only depends on the path up to
homotopy. Therefore, for a point x E M and a contractible neighborhood U of x, a
flat cOnnection determines canonical isomorphisms V ~ V for all y E U. In fact,
this data determines the connection.
There is an analogous description of D-modules in the algebraic setting via crys-
tals. Let R be an algebra over C. Two R-points x, y : Spec(R) -+ Y are infinitesimally
close if their restrictions x, y : Spec(Red) -+ Spcc(R) -- Y agree, where R,,d is the
quotient of R by its nilradical. Note that this notion uses the theory of schemes in
an essential way.
A left crystal is a quasi-coherent sheaf V on Y together with compatible isomnor-
phisms
x*(V) ~ y*(V)
for any two infinitesimally close points x, y in Y. Then the category of left D-modules
on Y is equivalent to the category of left crystals. For our purposes, it will be more
convenient to consider right D-modules, which correspond to right crystals. Right
crystals are quasi-coherent sheaves M with compatible isomorphisms x!(M) ~ yi(M)
for infinitesimally close points x, y. This definition makes sense for much more general
spaces Y such as, for instance, Artin stacks, though in general to have the upper-!
functors, we need to consider ind-coherent sheaves rather than quasi-coherent sheaves
(these agree when Y is smooth). In the case that Y is smooth, the two categories of
crystals are naturally equivalent, and in general right crystals are better behaved.
Suppose x, y : Spcc(R) -+ Y are infinitesimally close points. Then the map
(x, y) : Spec(R) -- Y x Y
canonically factors through Y x Y, the formal completion of Y x Y along the diagonal.
We have the correspondence
Y x Y
Y Y
and the structure of a right crystal on a sheaf V is an isomorphism wr (V) ~ ir1(V)
along with coherence data (which is given by similar isomorphisms on the formal
completion of higher powers of Y). In fact, the functor r2 *7r naturally has the
structure of a monad, and we have an equivalence of categories
D(Y) ~ (2r2 ,7rI)-mod
where D(Y) is the category of (right) crystals on Y.
The first step to studying the monad 7 2 *r is understanding it as a functor. It
has a natural filtration, which in the case that Y is a smooth scheme is induced from
the filtration on Y x Y given by the order of the infinitesimal neighborhood. The
associated graded functor agrees with the associated graded functor corresponding to
7r1*r with its natural filtration. Thus, to a first approximation, we can instead study
the functor r1*<r along with its filtration.
We can regard
_r1 : Y x Y -+ Y
as a family of formal moduli problems over Y. The fiber over a point y E Y is the
formal completion of Y at y. This family of formal moduli problems is governed by
a sheaf of Lie algebras on Y given by Ty[-1] where Ty is the tangent complex of Y.
From this point of view, sheaves on Y x Y are modules over the Lie algebra Ty[-1]
and the functor r 1,,r is given by
7f1r7Fr (M) ~ C(Ty[-1]) Al.
Our main goal will be to give a description of the monad r2 7 for BUIn in a way
that, is local on Ran(X). By (1.1.5), we can give such a description for the functor
ir1 *ri. Namely, we have
r7r1(M) ~_ Hd(Ran(X), A(L0 ,) 0 (M Wan))
where gy is the sheaf of Lie algebras which is the associated bundle to the universal
bundle over BunG x X, and A(L9,) is the family of chiral algebras over BunG given
by the chiral envelope of the family of Lie-* algebras corresponding to gp.
To describe the monad T2,7rF in a similar way, we consider the infinitesimal Hecke
correspondence over the Ran space. For a finite subset S C X of the curve X, consider
the Hecke stack classifying triples
Heckes - {(Pl,P2 iq); Pi E BunGr : P1|x-s - 22|x-s}
and let the infinitesimal Hecke stack Heckes be the formal completion of Heckes
along the diagonal BunG -> Heckes. These form a family with a connection over the
Ran space. We thus have the correspondence
HeckeRan
Bun0 x Ran(X) BunG x Ran (X)
In fact, the functor
H~ -=P2*Pj : QC(BUna) 0 D(Ran(X)) -> QC(Buna) 0 D(Ran(X))
has a natural structure of a monad, where QC(BUno) is the category of quasi-coherent
sheaves on Buno0 and D(Ran(X)) is the category of D-modules on the Ran space.
With respect to one of the projections, say pi, the space
p1 : HcckeRa -, Bun0 x Ran(X)
is a factorization space relative to Bun0 , which is a non-linear version of a fam-
ily of chiral algebras. It follows that pi*(- ) is a family of chiral algebras
parametrized by Bun. We have
Lt*Wf)i7!ei ) -- A(LgpP1* ( He 
-Ran 
-
and therefore for a quasi-coherent sheaf A,
xaxI*T(M) ~- HaR(Ran(X), o MEoa~y)
Our main theorem refines this statement and shows that the monad NH{n integrates
over the Ran space to the monad 7 2 *xT. Namely, let
Hen*(X, N"") : QC(Bun0 ) -+ QC(BunG)
be the functor given by
Heh(X, i"f)(M) = HdR(Ran(X), HiHf (M O Wnan(X)))-
Theorem 1.2.1. The functor Heh(X, Hi"f) has a natural structure of a monad, and
there is a natural isomorphism of monads
Hch(X, Hi ) ~ 72*- : QC(BunG) -> QC(BunG).
One of the key facts about the Ran space is that it is contractible. A consequence
of this in algebraic geometry is that the category of vector spaces is a localization of
the category of D-modules on the Rarn space, i.e. that the functor
V - V & UaRn(X)
is fully faithful. This allows us to refine the theorem above to describe the category
of D-iodules on Bunc.
Theorem 1.2.2. The category D(Bunr) is a localization of the Hijn-mod, i.e. we
have adjoint functors
AH: '" -mod D(BunG) : p
such that the natural map
A op- id
is an isomorphism.
1.3 Conformal Field Theory
The theory of chiral algebras was conceived as a way to geometrically encode the
operator product expansion in 2-dimensional conformal field theory. In this way, a
chiral algebra is a geometric version of the algebraic notion of a vertex algebra. From
a mathematical physics point of view, the theory of vertex algebras gives a rigorous
mathematical of the Hamiltonian formulation of two-dimensional conformal field the-
ory. In this language, the zeroth (hiral homology of a chiral algebra is the space of
coinvariants (which is dual to the space of conformal blocks).
Let A, be the chiral envelope of the Lie-* algebra Dx 0 f. For a level k C C,
the Kac-Moody chiral algebra Ag.b is defined as the corresponding central extension
0 -> wx- Ag,~ - Ag -> 0.
The conformal field theory corresponding to this chiral algebra is the WZW model.
For a point x c X, we have that chiral Ag~k modules which are supported at x
are given by representations of the corresponding Kac-Moody Lie algebra. There is
a flat action of G on the chiral algebra Ag,k. Therefore, for a point x C X, we can
consider the Kazhdan-Lusztig category KL(Ag~k). of chiral Agk modules supported
at x with a compatible flat G-action. For points x 1 ,. . . , x, E X, there is a functor
Loczn...,, : KL(Ag,O), x ... x KL(AB,k)xn ->- D'(BunG)
where D'(BunG) is a suitably twisted version of the category of D-modules on Bun(,
where the twisting is determined by the level. For modules M 1,... , M with M E
KL(Agk)xj, we have that the fiber of Loco1 ...,, (M 1,... Mn) at a principal G-bundle
P is given by
Locx1 ,( . .n .M)p ~I Hch(X, Ag,,; Mp 1 ,. . . MeP, )
the chiral homology of the Ao,,k with coefficients given by twists of the modules by P.
This localization functor plays an important role in the geometric Langlands pro-
gram. For instance, it is used in [BD] to construct Hecke eigensheaves on BunG
corresponding to opers for Gv, where Gv is the Langlands dual group.
Theorem 1.2.2 provides a natural intermediate target category for this localization
functor. In a forthcoming work, we will describe this functor geometrically in terms
of (a twisted version of) the category 'Hf -mod.
1.4 Notation and Conventions
In this work, all categories we consider will be oo-categories. The structure of an
o-category roughly consists of objects, morphisms, homotopies between morphisrs,
homotopies between homotopies, etc. Classically, when studying the derived category
of an abelian category, one first introduces the category of chain complexes and then
takes the quotient by the equivalence relation generated by quasi-isomorphisms to
obtain a triangulated category. The triangulated category is insufficient for many
purposes, such as for considering (homotopy) limits and colimrits as well as various
algebraic structures. The corresponding oo-category is an intermediate notion which
provides a convenient framework. This theory is developed in [Lur09] and [Lur 11].
Most oo-categories we consider are presentable oc-categories, and unless stated
otherwise the functors we consider are colimit preserving. The oC-category of such
oo-categories is endowed with a natural tensor structure.
Furthermore, we will work in the context of derived algebraic geometry, as devel-
oped in [Lur04], [TV05, TV08] and [GL4, GL3, GLI, GL2]. We work over a field k
of characteristic zero. Specifically, we consider functors from the oo-category DGR
of connective commutative differential graded algebras over k to the 00-category S
of Kan complexes. To any such functor _F, we can functorially associate the stable
oo-category of quasi-coherent sheaves QC(F) as explained in [Lur04] and [GL3]. In
the case that F is represented by a differential graded algebra R, i.e. it is an affine de-
rived scheme Spec(R), the category QC(F) ~ R-nod is identified with the category
of R-modules.
Chapter 2
Formal Stacks
2.1 Functors Locally Almost of Finite Type
Let DGR be the oo-category of commutative connective differential graded algebras
over a field k of characteristic 0, and S the oc-category of Kan simplicial sets.
Definition 2.1.1. A ring R E DGR is almost of finite type over k if
(i) ,o(A) is a finitely generated algebra over k,. and
(ii) each 7i (A) is a finitely generated ,so( A) module.
A derived scheme S is almost of finite type if is it quasi-compact and can be covered
by affines which are almost of finite type.
Let DGRaft c DGR be the full subcategory of rings almost of finite type. We
will consider functors F : DGR ' S which are determined by their restrictions to
DGRaft.
Definition 2.1.2. A functor FY DGR - S is convergent if for R G DGR, the
natural map
F(R) - limT(r<R)
is an equivalence.
For an arbitrary functor - -- S, let
.F"nv : DGR -> S,
FCf""(R) = lim F(r<,R)
be the convergent completion of .F. Clearly, .Fe" is convergent and there is a natural
map
Let <"DGR be the oc-category of commutative connective differential graded
algebras A over k such that wri(A) = 0 for i > n, and let 5"DGRaft := DGRaft n
<nDGR.
Definition 2.1.3. A functor F : DGR -> S is n-coconnective if it is the left Kan
extension of the functor
<"F: 5"DGR -> S.
We say that F is eventually coconnective if it is n-coconnective for some n.
If a functor F: DGR -> S is convergent, then it is determined by its restrictions
to "DGR for all n. For the most part, we will only consider convergent functors,
and therefore it will often be convenient to restrict the domain to K" DGR.
Definition 2.1.4. A functor F: DGR - S is locally almost of finite type if
(i) F is convergent. and
(ii) for each rI. the restriction
1"F : 5"DGR S
is the left Kan extension of a functor
T"aft : "DGRft --> S.
Given a convergent functor
F : DGRaft -+ S
the left, Kan extension to DGR will, in general, not be convergent. Thus, given such
an F, we obtain a functor locally almost of finite type by taking the convergent
completion of the left Kan extension to DGR.
We have the following basic fact.
Lemma 2.1.5. There is an equivalence of oo-categories
Ind(<"DGRaft) - "DGR.
Corollary 2.1.6. A functor F : DGR -> S is locally almost of finite type if and only
if F is convergent and each "f commutes with filtered colimits.
Proposition 2.1.7. Suppose we have a Cartesian square of functors DGR -> S
S1- :S2
I I
S 3 - S4
such that S2, 53 and S4 are. locally almost Of finite type. Then so is Si.
Proof. Clearly, S1 is convergent. Restricting to "DGR, we obtain a Cartesian square
53 S4
Now, since finite limits commute with filtered colimits in S and each "S , i= 2, 3, 4
commutes with filtered colimits, the functor ""Si commutes with filtered colimits. 1
For functors F, g: DGR - S, let
Hom(F,Q) : DGR -> S
be the functor given by the convergent cornpletion of
Hom'(F, 9)(R) Hom(F x Spcc(R), C)
where the right hand side is Hom taken in the category of functors DGR -> S.
Theorem 2.1.8. Let X be an eventually coconnective derived schemrre almost of finite
type, and Y : DGR S a functor locally almost of finite type which is a sheaf in the
Zariski topology. Then H om(X, Y) is locally almost of finite type.
Proof. By definition Hoi(X, Y) is convergent. Thus, we need to show that the
functor
<"Hom (X, Y) : '"DGR -> S
commutes with filtered colimits. Since Y is a sheaf in the Zariski topology, we can
assume without loss of generality that X = Spcc(A), with A an r-connective algebra
almost of finite type over k. Furthermore, we can assume m < n. Thus we need to
show that for a filtered colimit of n-connective rings
B = colim B, G 5"DGR,
the natural map
colim Hom(Spec(A) x Spec(Bj), Y) = colim Y(A®Bj) -> Y(A®B) = Hom(Spec(A) x Spec(B), Y)
is an isomorphism. In the category n"DGR, tensor product commutes with colimits.
Therefore, we have
A 0 B ~ colim A 0 Bi
and the result follows since Y is locally almost of finite type.
2.2 Cotangent Complex and Deformation Theory
We will consider functors F: DGR -> S which are well suited to being studied using
the techniques of deformation theory. Namely, we will restrict ourselves to convergent
functors which have a good theory of cotangent complex, so that we can regard ele-
ments in higher homotopy groups of the ring as a kind of a generalization of nilpotent,
elements.
We recall the cotangent complex of a functor F, mostly following [Lur04] and [GL2].
Fix a ring R E DGR and r/ E F(R) and consider the functor
Q (Rr/ - QC 0(R) -> S
which assigns to a connective module A C QC>0 (R) the fiber
Q( R, T/, M/) -+ F(R @ Ml) -+- F( R)
where R D M is the split square zero extension of R given by Al. Let
"GQ(R ,,-) S
be the restriction of Q(R, r, -).
Definition 2.2.1. The functor F weakly admits a cotangent complex ifor every R
and c C F(R), the functors -"G(R,r/, ) are pro-corepresentable by almost connective
objects, i.e. there (x'ists some k such that for each n there is a pro-Object
"n E Pro(QC>-n(R))
such that "lQ(R, y, Ml) H om( ^ Ly,, M ). Let
LF,,: li i
n
"Lyu C lim Pro(QC-k'"(R)).
In this case, we say that the cotangent complex Ly, is (-k)-connective.
If, in addition, for a map # : Spec(R') -> Spec(R), the natural maps
are isomorphisms, where f e F(R') is the composed map, then we say that F admits
a cotangent complex.
In addition to the absolute cotangent complex, we also consider the relative cotan-
gent complex. Namely, for a map of functors f : F --+ g which admit cotangent
complexes, let Ly/g be the cone of the natural map
f*(Lg) - L_.
Alternatively, for r/ E F(R), Ly/g,, (pro-)corepresents the functor
( F(R eM N) -+ F(R) x G(ReM)g(R)MA Fiber
for M G QC 0 (R).
Suppose that we have a map f : Spec(A) -4 Spec(B) of affine derived schemes. In
this case, the relative cotangent complex exists (as a quasi-coherent sheaf on Spec(A))
and is connective. We can compute LA/B as a nonabelian derived functor in the sense
of Quillen. In fact, instead of a simplicial resolution, we can consider a quasi-free
resolution of A as a B module, i.e. A ~ (SYmB (V), d) where V is a free B-module
and d a differential on SYmB(V). In terms of this resolution, the relative cotangent
complex is given by the quasi-free A-module (SynB(V) OB V, d).
We can also consider general square-zero extensions, which are not necessarily split.
Let S be an affine DG scheme. A square zero extension of S is a closed embedding
S -+ S' and an identification of S' as a pushout
S' ~ S H S
where S[ip] is the corresponding split square zero extension and one of the maps
SJ[] -+ S is given by the projection and the other map is another section of the closed
embedding S <- SI[1]. From this description, it is clear that square-zero extensions
of S are classified by connective objects of QC(S) under Ls[-1]. The notion of a
square-zero extension sheafifies in the Zariski topology, and we can consider square
zero extensions of arbitrary derived schemes.
Definition 2.2.2. A functor F: DGR -- S is infinitesimally cohesive if for
S' =SL S
a square-zero extension of a DG scheme S, the square
F(S') : F(S)
.F(S) : F(S1p )
is homotopy Cartesian.
Definition 2.2.3. Let F : DGR -~ S be a functor. Then F admits deformation
theory if
" F admits a cotangent complex,
* F is convergent, and
" F is infinitesimally cohesive.
Examples of functors which admit deformation theory include derived stacks
[Lur04, TV08] and derived ind-schemes [GL2]. The following Lemma follows directly
from the definitions.
Lemma 2.2.4. Suppose we have a Cartesian square of functors DGR -+ S,
F1 F2)I I ,-
and the functors F 2, F7, and F 4 admit deformation theory then so does F1 .
2.3 Ind Coherent Sheaves
For any functor F : DGR - S, we can consider QC(F) the category of quasi-coherent
sheaves on F. If the functor is in addition locally almost of finite type, then we
can also consider QCI(F), the category of ind-coherent sheaves. This category is the
natural setting for Grothendieck duality. Furthermore, it is much better behaved with
respect to deformations of the functor than is the category of quasi-coherent sheaves.
We review the definition and basic properties of ind-coherent sheaves following [GL1].
Let S be a derived scheme almost of finite type over k. The category QC(S) has
a natural t-structure. Consider the full subcategory of coherent sheaves
Coh(S) c QC(S)
given by objects with coherent cohomnologies (as sheaves on ro(S)) and bounded
cohomological arnplitude. The category of ind-coherent sheaves
QCI(S) := Ind(Coh(S))
is the ind-completion of Coh(S). The t-structure on QC(S) induces on on QCI(S).
By construction there is a natural functor
eS : QC!(S) - QC(S)
given by evaluating the colimit. If S is a discrete smooth scheme, then Ts is an
equivalence of categories.
The category of quasi-coherent sheaves QC(S) is compactly generated by perfect
complexes QC(S)Prf. Now since the tensor product of a coherent complex with a
perfect complex is coherent, we obtain a natural action of the tensor category QC(S)
on QC!(S)
QC( S) ( QC! (S) - QC! (S).
We will need some functoriality for these categories. Let Si and S2 be two derived
schemes locally almost of finite type. We have the natural functor
QC! (S1) Q C! (S2)~ -QC!(S1 X S2)
given by external tensor product
M1 , M12 - M1 M M 2.
It is show in [GLI] that this functor is an equivalence.
For a morphism f : S -- S2 between derived schemes locally ahnost, of finite type,
there exists a unique functor
f, : Q C1(S 1) -+ Q C(S 2 )
which is left-exact with respect to the natural t-structure such that the diagram
QC! (S1) * Q C!(S2)
T'SI 
\11S21I
QC(S1) * QC(S2)
commutes.
The tensor functor
f* QC(S2) Q C(Si)
makes QC'(S 1 ) into a module category for the tensor category QC(S 2). We have
that f* is naturally a morphism of QC(S 2)-module categories. In particular, for
M C QC(S 2), N e QC! (S!), we have the projection formula
f*(f*(M) ® N) ~Al f,(N).
In addition to *-pushforward, we will need the !-pullback functor. Unfortunately,
the theorem, due to J. Lurie, establishing the desired functoriality of !-pullback and
compatibility between !-pullback and *-pushforward has not been written down. We
will use the following version stated in [GL1].
Theorem 2.3.1. Let f : S1 -- S2 be a morphisrm of derived schemes almost of finite
type. There exists a functor
f QC (S2 ) -+ QC!(S 1 )
such that
(i) These functors are compatible with compositions and products.
(ii) For a Cartesian square
51 y ;1
there is a canonical isomorphism
g4 0 f! f 1 o g, : QC(5 2) -+ QC!(S 1 ).
(iii) If f is proper, then fI is the right adjoint of f*.
(iv) If f is an open embedding, then f! is the left adjoint of f*.
(v) The data of (i) and (ii) are compatible in a natural way.
(vi) If in (ii) f is proper or an open embedding. then the isomorphism is given by
the natural adjunction map.
The category QC(S) has a natural tensor product 0! given by
for a finite set I, (AI)iE E QC'(S) and
A : S -+S,
the diagonal map. The unit of the tensor product is given by the dualizing complex
Ws := p(k)
where p : S - Spec(k) is the structure map. We have a natural tensor furictor
- O WS : QC(S) -+ QC (S).
In particular, the module QC(S) module structure of QCI(S) is given by a tensor
functor.
For a map f : Si -+ S2 of derived schemes locally almost of finite type, we can
describe fI explicitly in two important special cases:
(i) If f is finite, then f! = RHoms2(f*(Csi), -)-
(ii) If f is quasi-smooth, i.e. LsI/s2 is of Tor-amplitude [0, 1], then f= dct(Ls1/s 2 )(f* where f* is the left adjoint of f*.
We have the following remarkable property of ind-coherent sheaves.
Theorem 2.3.2 ([GLI]). Let f : S1 -> S2 be a map of derived schemes which is
surjective at the level of geometric points. Then the functor f! : QC(S 2) -+ QC'(S1 )
is conservative.
The assignment of ind-coherent sheaves to a derived scheme gives a functor
QC1 : DGRf -+ Cato,
given by
R - QC (Spec(R))
and
[f R1 -- R2 ] - [f : QCI(Spec(Ri)) -* QCI(Spec(R2))].
For a functor X DGR -- S locally almost of finite type, define
QC!(X) lim QC (Spec(R)).
(ReDGRaft r)GX(R))
By construction, for a map of functors f : X - Y, we have the natural functor
f : QC! (Y) - QC (X).
Unlike the case of derived schemes, we do not in general have the functor f. However,
the fuictor f* is defined (in the obvious way) in the case that f is schematic.
2.4 Formal Stacks
We introduce a class of functors, which roughly correspond to infinitesimal thickenings
of derived Artin stacks. We begin with a preliminary definition. For a ring R E DGR,
let
Rred :,o(R)/|NR
where NVR is the niilradical of -rO(R).
Definition 2.4.1. We say that a morphism of functors -F1 -+ F2 is infinitesimal if it
induces an isomorphism on reduced rings.
Definition 2.4.2. A functor S: DGR ' S is a formal stack if
" S is locally almost of finite type,
" S admits deformation theory, and
" there exists an infinitesimal map
i : X -+ S
from a reduced stack X.
Remark 2.4.3. Suppose that S is a formal stack. Then it has a canonical underlying
reduced stack Sred.
Clearly, any derived stack is a formal stack.
Proposition 2.4.4. Suppose we have a Cartesian square of functors DGR -+ S,
S1-: S2
S3 S4
and the functors S2, S3. and S4 are formal stacks. Then so is S1 .
Proof. By Proposition 2.1.7, Si is locally almost of finite type. By Lemma 2.2.4, S1
admits deformation theory. Furthermore, Si has an underlying reduced stack (S1),ed
given by the reduced stack of the fiber product (S2),ed X (S3),ed. We have the
(S4)red
fiber sequence
Ls,|I(sl),ed 
-+ L(s, ),,d -> L(s, ),,d/S,.
Therefore, since (S1),e, is a stack and its cotangent complex is almost connective, to
show that L(sl),,/sl is almost connective it suffices to show that L(S,),,d is almost
connective. Since Ls 1 /S2 ~ Lsss4|si, we have a fiber sequence
LS2 IS1 , ILs, -+ Ls3/S4 ls,.
By hypothesis, we have that LS2 s, and Ls 3s 4 Is, are almost connective and therefore
so is Ls1. D
A prototypical example of a formal stack will be the formal completion of a stack
along a morphism from a stack.
Definition 2.4.5. Let f : Si -> S2 be a morphism. The formal completion (S2)'S of
S2 along S1 is the functor given by
(S 2 )j (R) = { C S2 (R),iv e S1(Rred), and an isomorphisr a : Tred -~ f 0 V}
where red is the image of q in S2(Re).
Note that the formal completion is a subfunctor in the case that the morphism is
a closed immersion, but not in general. It will be convenient to describe the formal
completion in terms of the deRham stack.
Definition 2.4.6. Let YF: DGR -+ S be a functor. The deRham stack .FdR of F is
the functor given by
FdR(R) = F( Rred).
Proposition 2.4.7. Let S be a derived stack. Then the deRham stack SdR is a formal
stack.
Proof. Since S is locally almost of finite type, so is SdR. Because SdR(R) only depends
on ro(R), it is convergent. Furthermore, we have that LSdR = 0 and it is clearly
infinitesimally cohesive since it doesn't distinguish a scheme from its square zero
extension. Thus, SdR admits deformation theory. The natural map
Sred -> SdR
is an isomorphism on reduced rings by definition. Furthermore, Lsed/SdR ILsred
which is almost connective since Sred is a stack. Therefore, SdR is a formal stack. O
Let f : Si -+ S2 be a morphism. Then we have a Cartesian square
(S2)2 S2
i S
(S1)dR (S2)dR
Corollary 2.4.8. Let f : S1 -> S2 be a morphism of stacks. Then the formal com-
pletion (S2)', is a formal stack.
In fact, for f :Si S2 a morphism from a formal stack to a functor admitting
deformation theory, the formal completion (S 2 ) , is a formal stack.
Remark 2.4.9. The deRhai stack of a functor S is the formal completion of the
structure map S -> Spec(k). Therefore, for a map f S1 - S2. we will sometimes
refer to the for'mal completion (S2 ) , as the relative deRham stack (S2)dR/s,.
In what follows, we will make use of the following Theorem proved in [GL2]:
Theorem 2.4.10. Let X : DGR -+ S be a functor with deformation theory such that
as a functor on discrete rings., X is an ind-quasi-compact and ind-quasi-separated
ind-scheme. Then X is a derived ind-scheme.
Proposition 2.4.11. Let f : X -+ Y be an infinitesimal 'morphism of locally almost
of finite type functors admitting deformation theory such that the relative cotanyent
complex is 1-connected. Then f is an isomorphism when restricted to discrete rings.
Proof. Suppose that for a discrete ring A of finite type f induces an isonmorphismn
X(A) -+ Y(A). Let A' be a square zero extension of A which is also discrete. Then
by hypothesis and the definition of the relative cotangent complex, we have that f
induces an isomorphism X(A') -> Y(A'). Since f is an infinitesimal morphism, we
have that it induces an isomorphism on all reduced rings. Now, every ring of finite
type can be built by a sequence of square zero extensions starting from a reduced
ring.
Corollary 2.4.12. Let X --> Y be an infinitesimal morphism of locally almost of
finite type functors admitting deformation theory such that X is a scheme and the
relative cotangent complex Lx/y is 1-connected. Then Y is a derived ind-scheme.
2.5 Ind Coherent Sheaves on Formal Stacks
Recall the following fact about ind-coherent sheaves.
Theorem 2.5.1. Suppose f : X -> Y is a schematic infinitesimal morphism. Then
(i) f! has a left adjoint fu. and there is an equivalence of categories
QC!(Y) ~ (f f*)-mod(QC(X)).
(ii) There is an equivalence of categories
QC!(Y) -> QC!(o(X/Y))
Proof. By Theorem 2.3.2, the functor f! is conservative and therefore the monadfif, satisfies the conditions of the Lurie-Barr-Beck theorem. Therefore, we have an
equivalence
QCI(Y) ~ (f f*)-mod(QC1(X)).
Now, by base change, the cosimplicial object in categories QCI(C(X/Y))* satisfies
the Beck-Chevalley condition. Therefore by the Lurie-Barr-Beck theorem, we have
an equivalence
QC (C(X/Y)) ~- (f f*)-mod(QCI(X)).
Lemma 2.5.2. Let f : S - S2 be an infinitesimal morphisrn of functors locally
aimost of finite type. The natural functor
QC!: (S2) ---> QC!(of S1|S2)*)
is an equivalence. In particular. f is conservative.
Proof. We will construct the inverse functor. To specify an ind-coherent sheaf on S2 ,
we need to specify, compatibly, an ind-coherent sheaf for every affine mapping to S2.
Therefore, we can assume without loss of generality that S2 is a derived affine scheme.
Let i : S2,red S 2 be the underlying reduced scheme. We have by Theorem 2.5.1,
QCI(S 2) ~> QC!(C(S2,red/ S2 )*).
Since f is an infinitesimal morphismn, the map S2,red -- S2 factors as
S2red -- 1>S - S2
It follow that we have a map of Cech nerves
C(S 2 ,red/S 2 )* -+ C(S1|S2)*
and the inverse functor f, is given by pullback along this map composed with the
inverse to 1!. By construction, the composition 4f/! is isomorphic to the identity
functor. We need to show that the other composition is also isomorphic to the identity.
Let X' be the Cech nerve of the map
g : S 1 x S2,red -) 1.S2
Now, consider the Cech nerve C(X*/S 2)*. We have
C(X'/S2)"~ X' xs ... xS 2 X* C(X" C(S1/S2)
(n+1)
For each n, the map
gn : X" -+C(S1/S2)"
is schematic. It follows that we have an isomorphism
4 : QC!(C(S 1/S 2)) QCI(C(X*/S 2)').
Now, q factors as
C( X*IS2)* - C(S2 ,)- c /S 2 )' - C(S 1 /S 2 )'.
It follows that the composition PfIj is given by pullback along this map composed
with the inverse of 4! and is therefore isomorphic to the identity. E
Theorem 2.5.3. Let f : S1 - S2 be an infinitesimal morphism of functors locally
almost of finite type. Then:
(i) The functor fI has a left adjoint f*.
(ii) There is a natural equivalence
QCI(S 2) ~ (f f)amod(QC(S1))
(iii) For a Cartesian square of formal stacks
T1  T2
S1 S2
the natural map
f'g'! g f*
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Since the functor fI is conservative and preserves colimits, if a left adjoint f*
exists then the monad fIf* satisfies the conditions of the Lurie-Barr-Beck theorem.
Therefore, (i) implies (ii).
We will construct the functor f* by induction on the connectivity k of the relative
cotangent complex Ls1/S2 -
Step 1. Suppose k > 2. We can assume without loss of generality that S2 is an
affine derived scheme. In this case, we have that
S1 = limSu
is an ind-scheme and each map Sl ,' S2 is a closed embedding. In this case, we have
the previously defined functor f, which has the desired properties.
Step 2. Augmented case (assuming inductive hypothesis). Suppose that the rela-
tive cotangent complex LS1/s 2 is k-connective and that f has a section s : S2 - 1
We then have the fiber sequence
S*,S 1 /s2 , Ls2/s2 LS2/,
It follows that Ls2/s1 is (k + 1)-connective. Therefore, by induction, there is a left
adjoint s, and we have an equivalence of categories
Q CI(S1) ~_ (sis*)-miod(Q C (S2)).
In terms of the ionad, the map
f : Q C!(52) >QC(Si) ~ (s!s,)-1mod(QC!(S 2))
is given by restriction along the map of monads
ss id
which, as a natural transformation, is given by the corposition
ss + S S S (slf!) ~sl(_s~s )f! -+- sif! ~ i'd.
It follows that induction along this map of monads gives the left adjoint f,.
Now, for a map g : T2 -4 S 2 , consider the pullback diagram
T2 -'/: T1  T2
S2 - - S1 S2
We need to show that the natural map
fg'> gf*
is an isomorphism. In terms of the monads, we have by induction that
(s' s,)g g! (Ss)
and we need to show that the two maps
(-S / '*') g! -+ g
given by the augmentations for s'!s' -' id and s!s, -+ id are isomorphic. This follows
by a routine diagram chase from the commutativity of
9 f' g9!
which in turn commutes because both maps 9',g -+ g'!f! are adjoint to the identity
map g -+ q.
Step 3. General case. Consider the Cech nerve C(S 1/S 2)*. We will construct the
adjoint functor as a functor to QC'(C(S 1 /S 2)*). We wish to construct a left adjoint
f : C(C(S1/S2 )) = QC(Si) - QC'(c(S1/S2)*).
By [Lur 11, Theorem 6.2.4.2], it suffices to check the Beck-Chevalley condition, i.e. to
show that for each map a : [im] -> [n] in A, the diagram
QC!(O(S 1/S 2)m) " QC!(C(S 1 /S 2)fl+1)
QC(C(S 1 /S2)n) QC'(O(S1/S2 )n+1)
is left adjointable. We have a retraction
C(S 1/S 2)" -> C(Si/S 2)+1 P C(S1/S 2 )'
and therefore, from the augmented case, the functors pI in the diagram have left
adjoints. Furthermore, the Beck-Chevalley condition follows from the fact that the
base change map is an isomorphism in that case. Thus we obtain the desired left
adjoint p*. We have that the monad p!p* is given by p!pi, where the pi are the
projection maps
Si x SiS2
Se Sm
It remains to show that the base chang-e isomorphisrn holds in the general case.
Consider the diagram
T1 X T1 T1  T2T2
g' g' 9
Si X Si 1  s
S 2  - 2P2
where Ti = Si x T2. Since f'" is conservative it suffices to show that the map
S2
f' gIq f* -> f'/ f'1 g'!
is an isomorphism. But we have, by construction, f/ f' ~ p2p' and
f' gq f* = g' f f ~ g'!P2*Pi
and the map g' P2*P p'2,p'g' is given by the composition
g' P2*Pj -+ P2*9 P P2*P19
where the first map is the base change map for the left square with the second
projections and is therefore an isomorphisim by the augmented case. 0
2.6 Lie Algebras and Augmented Formal Stacks
We consider formal stacks with an augmentation satisfying a finiteness condition,
in which case we can describe the category of ind-coherent sheaves in terms of the
tangent, complex.
Definition 2.6.1. A map of formal stacks f : X -+ Y is inf-perfect if the relative
cotangent complex Lx/y lies in
Lx/Y G Pro(QClk'Prf (X)) C lim Pro(QC kn(X))
A formal stack X is inf-perfect if the map Xred -+ X is inf-perfect.
Suppose X is an inf-perfect formal stack. Then, we can consider the tangent
complex
Tx/x :=L>/X C QC(Xred)
which is the dual of the cotangent complex.
Remark 2.6.2. In what follows, we assume that the formal stacks we consider are
inf-perfect in order to have a sensible theory of the tangent complex. This will suffice
for our purposes. but one can define a reasonable tangent complex more generally at
the cost of imposing regularity conditions on Xed.
Definition 2.6.3. An augmented formal stack is a formal stack X. together with an
augmentation
Xred 
- X -+ Xred
Let X be an inf-perfect augmented formal stack. We will show, by Koszul duality
between corimutative algebras and Lie algebras, that the tangent complex
TxJ/x i*(T/x)[-1]
acquires the structure of a (dg) Lie algebra. We can regard this Lie algebra as the
Lie algebra of the relative formal group stack Qx,,X.
Recall the general formulation of lKoszul duality in oc-categories. Let Comr be the
(non-unital) comnmutative operad in the symmetric monoidal oo-category Vectk of dg
Vector spaces over k, and let coLie be the co-Lie cooperad. As explained in [FG11,
for a symmetric monoidal oo-category C tensored over Vectk, there is a functor
Bar". : Corr-al g(C) - coLie-coalg(C).
Let Barco, be the composition of Barim with the forgetful functor coLie-coalg(C) -
C.
For a tensor functor F : C - D, we have a commutative diagram of functors
Barenh
Com-alq(C) c" "oLie-coalg(C)
Barcn h
Com-alg(D) 'oLie-coalg(D)
We will apply this formalism in the following situation. Let A E DGR and let
C = QC(A) the category of A-modules. Then, we have an equivalence of categories
Com-alg(C) ~ {Augmented A-algebras}.
Furthermore, for an augmented A-algebra
A B-A
we have an isomorphism of A-modules
Barcom(B) ~ LA/B-
It follows that the tangent complex
TA/B HomA(LA/B, A)
has a natural structure of a (dg) Lie algebra. In what follows, it will sometimes be
more convenient to describe the dg Lie algebra structure as an L" algebra structure.
The two notions are equivalent in characteristic zero.
Let R be a dg algebra. We can describe an L, algebra over R as a semi-free
R-module _q together with a derivation of the symmetric algebra
6: Syn(gv[-1]) -> Sym(gv__1J)
which squares to zero, where pv is the dual of p. Restricting the derivation to gv and
dualizing, we obtain the L, brackets
[ , ) : p -+- g, [ , ] : p /\ p +g A g A p +g
The equation 62 = 0 encodes all the relations. The resulting complex (Syn(gv{[l]), 6)
is C*(g), the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of g.
Lemma 2.6.4. Let A - DGR be a dg algebra and
A P B >A
an augmented 1-connected commutative dg A-algebra such that the cotangent complex
LA/B is a perfect A-module. Then
(i) The tangent complex TA/B i*TB/A [- 1] has a natural structure of a Lie algebra.
which is functorial in B and local on A.
(ii) There is a natural isomorphism
C*(TA/B) ~ B
where C*(TA/B) is the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of the Lie algebra TA/B-
(iii) The monad
i!z*: QC! (A) -> QC! (A)
is given by the free Lie TA/B-module.
Proof. The structure of a Lie algebra and the desired functoriality follow from Koszul
duality between commutative and Lie operads. We can describe the Lie algebra struc-
ture explicitly. Consider a semi-free resolution of B as an A algebra, i.e. a semi-free
A-module V together with a quasi-isomorphism (SymA((V), d) ~ B for some differ-
ential d. In this case, we have that the relative tangent complex i*(TB/A) is given by
the semi-free module (Vv, d). Furthermore, the Lo algebra structure on i*(TB/A[-1])
is given by (SYmA (V), d), i.e. B ~ C*(i*TB/A [1]) as desired.
Now, we have that the monad
i!i: QC(A) -> QC(A)
is given by the free rnodule over the algebra.
E = RHomB(A, A) RHormc* (TAI )(A, A) U(TA/B)
since TA/B is a nilpotent Lie algebra.
Theorem 2.6.5. Let
Xree ' X Xred
be an inf-perfect augmented formal stack. Then
(i) The tangent complex Txr,/x ~_ i*Ty/x,[-1] has a natural structure of a sheaf
of Lie algebras. which is functorial in X and local on Xed.
(ii) We have an equivalence of categories
QC (X) ~ (Txr//x -mod(QC!(Xed))
with i given by the free module.
Proof. The statement is local on Xec, so we can assume without loss of generality
that Xrd is an affine derived scheme. We will prove the theorem by induction on
the connectivity of Lx,,/x. Suppose that the relative cotangent complex Lxre/x is
1-connected. It follows that
X = colim Xj
is an ind-scheme and Ty,,,,/x ~_ colim Txrec/x,. By Lemma 2.6.4, each Tx,,d/xi has
a natural structure of a Lie algebra. Since the forgetful functor from Lie algebras
to modules commutes with filtered colimits, the module Tx,,e/x acquires a natural
structure of a Lie algebra. We have that
Txred/x-mod(QC (Xe)) ~ lim Txd/x -mod(QC1 (Xed))
where the inverse limit is taken with respect to the restriction functors. By Lemma
2.6.4, we have
T7x)rcd/Xi mod(QC (Xed)) ~ QC(Xi)
and under this identification the restriction functors correspond to !-pullback. It
follows that
TYrd/x-mod(QC1(Xed)) ~ QC!(X).
Under this equivalence the functor
i:QC(Xed) -+ Tx -/x-mod(QC!(Xed))
corresponds to the free module, and i! is restriction.
Now suppose that LXed /X is k-connected. Consider the Cech nerve C(Xred/X).
Each C(Xred/X)i is an inf-perfect formal stack with (C(Xd/X)red L Xred and the
cotangent complexes LxY d(i/sy are (k + 1)-connective. By induction, we obtain
a simplicial object in Lie algebras
T*:[] Tx x x.
Let T be the geometric realization of T*. Since, the forgetful functor commutes with
sifted colimits, we have that the underlying module of T is isomorphic to Ty,,d/x.
Thus, T xx has a natural structure of a Lie algebra. Now, let
T* :N(A") -+- Lie c(Q C(X~e)
be the corresponding augmented simplicial Lie algebra. Let
Mod : Lic(QC(Xed))* Cat,
be the functor which takes a Lie algebra to its category of rnodules and a map of
Lie algebras to the corresponding restriction functor. We then obtain an augmented
cosimplicial oc-category
Mod(T*) : N(A+) -+ Cat,.
By [Lur 11, Corollary 6.2.4.3], the natural map
Mod(T x ) -> lini Aod(T,, ,)
is an equivalence. By induction and Theorem 2.5.3, we have
lini Mod(T /O(Y xd/K)xn) ~ QC!(X).
It follows that via this identification, the functor
i! : QC!(X) ~ Mod(Tx dx ) -+ QC!(Xec)
is given by restriction. Therefore, it's adjoint i, is the free module. l
2.7 D-modules
Recall that for a smooth variety X, the category of right Dx-modules is equivalent to
the category of !-crystals, i.e. ind-coherent sheaves on the deRham stack XdR [BD].
This definition generalizes to arbitrary functors locally almost of finite type.
Definition 2.7.1. For a functor X : DGR -+ S locally almost of finite type, the
category D(X) of (right) D-modules on X is the category QC(XdR).
Consider the projection map p: X -> XdR. We have an equivalence
D(X) ~ (pIp.)-mod(QCI(X)).
In particular, since X
we have
x
XdR
X ~ (X 2 )^' is the formal completion of X2 at the diagonal,
4bD P P* P2*Pi
where p1 and P2 are the projection maps
(X 2)A
Pi P2
In particular, if X is a discrete smooth variety, we have for M E QC(X),
p2 *p' (M) - M (O Dx.
One advantage of the crystalline point of view on D-mnodules is that essentially
the same definition allows us to consider crystals of spaces, i.e. we can consider maps
Y -X which have a flat connection along X.
Definition 2.7.2. Let Z -+ X be a 'map of functors locally almost of finite type. A
connection on Z along X is a functor Z' -' XdR together with an isomorphism
Z ~ Z' x X.
XdR
If Z has a connection along X, we say that Z is a crystal of spaces over X.
Proposition 2.7.3. Given an infinitesimal morphism of formal stacks f Z-+ X
together with a connection on Z along X, we have
(i) f*(wz) is naturally a right Dx-module.
(ii) If f is inf-perfect and s : X -> Z is a flat section, then
s* (Tz/x) 0 ® x
is naturally a right Dx-rnodule.
Proof. By definition, we have a Cartesian square
Z Z'
f f'
X P
X-~ XdR
Therefore, we have
f*(Wz) ~ PI f'(z')
and this defines the desired right Dx-module structure on f*(wz).
Now, a flat section s : X - Z is by definition pulled back from a section s'
XdR -- Z'. If f is inf-perfect, we have that
(Tz p*s*(T )
Therefore,
s*(Tz/x) D ®x ~ p! ( s*(Tz'/-xaR) 0 WXd 9)
E]
Chapter 3
Factorization and Chiral Algebras
3.1 Ran Space
Let X be a smooth, proper curve over a field of characteristic 0. Roughly, the Ran
space of X is the space of finite subsets of X. There does not exist an scheme that
represents such a functor. However, were such a functor to exist we would have maps
XI -Rat(X) for each finite set I, mapping the I-tuple of points in X to the cor-
responding finite subset. Therefore, we will regard Ran(X) as a diagrar of schemes
indexed by finite sets.
Let S be the category of non-empty finite sets and surjections. We can regard the
Ran space of X to be a diagram of schemes indexed by S4P. Namely, we have a
functor
Ran(X) : S - Sch
which assigns to each I, the variety X' and to each surjection ir I - J, the diagonal
map
,A(T) : X ->- X
whose image is cut out by the equations xi = x for 7-'(i) = -4(j). Heuristically,
we regard Ran(X) as the colimit of this diagram. While this colimit does not exist
in the category of schemes, we can reasonably consider sheaves on Ran(X). For a
finite set I, let D(XI) be the stable oc-category of (right) D-modules on XI. For
each 7 : J -*> I, we have the functor
AC(") : D (XJ) D (X').
We define the category D(Ran(X)) of D-modules on the Ran space to be the ho-
motopy limit of this diagram. More precisely, the functors A(')! give a Cartesian
fibration p : D - S and D(Ran(X)) is the category of Cartesian sections of p. The
category D(Ran(X)) is a stable oo-category.
Roughly, a D-module M - D(Ran(X)) is given by a collection of D-modules MCI)
for every nonempty finite set I, together with hornotopy coherent isomorphisms
A()!(M(I)) ~ (J)
for surjections 7r : I -> J.
From the definition of D(Ran(X)), we have for each I the functor
A :D(Ran(X)) -+ D(X').
Furthermore, each of these has a left adjoint functor
,A,, : D(X') -+ D(Ran(X)).
For the one element set {*}, denote A! A!: , and similarly A., its left adjoint. We
then have, for a D-rnodule M E D(X)
'A.(M)(M =AW* M)j
for a non-eImpty finite set I, where
ACI/k*D : X -+ X1
is the diagonal map. In particular, we have
Proposition 3.1.1. The natural map Id -> AA,, is an equivalence.
Corollary 3.1.2. The functor A, : D(X) -+ D(Ran(X)) is fully-faithful.
For a general non-empty finite set I, we can describe the functor A,, following
[RozIO] as follows. For a D-module M E D(XI), we need to describe A,,(M)() -
Ag(A 1 ,,(M)) for each finite set J. Let
H1jj C x x
be the incidence correspondence given by {zx} - {yJ} (as sets) where xi and yj are
the coordinates of X' and Xj respectively. We have the correspondence
~~(IJ) ThJI)
and Al,(M) is given by
A 1 (M)) - 7(JJ),7(M).
r : Ran(X) -+ pt
Let
be the structure map of the Ran space. In addition to the pull-back functors to
powers of X, we also have the push-forward functor
7T, = HdR(Ran(X),-) D(Ran(X)) Vect
given by
HdR(Ran(X), M) = hocolim HdR(XI, M())
for M E D(Ran(X)).
One of the key properties of the Ran space is that it is contractible.
Theorem 3.1.3 (Beilinson-Drinfeld). The natural map 7r! -+ Id is an equivalence.
Corollary 3.1.4. The cateqory of vector spaces is a localization of D(Ran(X)).
We will consider three natural tensor products on the category D(Ran.(X)) which
we'll denote by 01, 0* and Och. We'll have natural maps
Each D(XI) is a tensor category with the C-tensor product (wyhich is given b the
tensor product of the corresponding left D-modules). Furthermore, the functors A(7)
are tensor functors with respect to this tensor product. Therefore. this defines a
tensor product on D(Ran(X)). Namely, for D-modules M, N E D(Ran(X)), we
have
(M/ 01 N)(') := MI() (D! NCl).
To describe the other tensor products on D(Ran(X)), it is helpful to consider the
following heuristic from topology. For finite subsets S, T C X, we can consider the
union S U T c X. This gives a "multiplication map"
n : Ran(X) x Ran(X) -> Ran(X).
More precisely, we have the corresponding map of diagrams of schemes given by
X' x Xj -+ XIJ
for finite sets I, J. This gives a functor
m, : D(Ran(X)) 0 D(Ran(X)) -+ D(Ran(X))
and we define
M 0* N :=r (M H N)
for D-modules M, N E D(Ran(X)). Note that we also have a diagonal map
A : Ran(X) - Ran(X) x Ran(X)
and we have that
l 01 N ~ '(M M N).
This gives the natural map od ->0,*. In order to actually define the tensor structure,
we need to specify maps
0* : D(Ran(X))&J -+ D(Ran(X))
for every finite set J (here we consider l', the category of non-empty finite sets and all
maps between them). Since D(Ran(X)) is given as a colimit of categories, it suffices
to define compatible maps
0 D(X"j) - D(XLjjclIJ)jEJ
for a partition which are given by
(M e D(XI'))jej M EA G D(XLiGJ j).
jJ
Remark 3.1.5. It follows from the definition that the functor
HeiR( Ran (X),) : D(Ran(X )) -> Ve ct
is naturally a tensor functor with respect to the *-tensor product.
To define the chiral tensor product Och, we introduce a bit of notation. For finite
sets I, J, we consider partitions of I indexed by J
Partj(J) {partitions I = LJ jI1 }.
Note that we naturally have
Partj(I) Homs(J, J) = {I - J},
where for a surjection - : I --> J, we set I= (j).
Now, we define the chiral tensor product och by
(Mj E D(X'j))jej M j M Ei D(XLjEJJJ)
jCJ
where j(7): U(") - X'
is the inclusion of the open set
U(") := {xi # xj if 7(i) # w(i)} C X'.
As with the *-tensor product, this defines compatible maps
och : D(Ran(X)) -> D(Ran(X))
and by construction we have a natural transformation 0* - och.
We can describe the chiral tensor product explicitly as follows. For a collection of D-
modules My E D(Ran(X)) indexed by a finite set J, we have a natural isomorphism
Since the functor
A* : D(X) -> D(Ran(X))
is fully-faithful, the chiral and *-tensor structures on D(Ran(X)) define correspond-
ing pseudo-tensor structures on D(X). Explicitly, for a, collection of D-modules
{A,}I, N E D(X), we have by adjunction
Hom*({Mi }, N) HomnD(Ran(X))(O7/A(JI) A,(N)) ~
HomD(Ran(X)) (A,* (Zijl AXj), A* (N)) ~- HortD(XI) (iEI A1 J, A* (N)),
and similarly
Hom'jh({Ai }, N) ~ Hio (Y)(j /f* j (/f* ( i A* (N)).
3.2 Chiral and Factorization Algebras
The notion of a chiral algebra is a geometric version of a vertex algebra in conformal
field theory. It is also analogous to an E 2 algebra in topology.
Definition 3.2.1. A non-unital chiral algebra A is a Lie algebra object in the pseudo-
tensor category (D(X), och).
More concretely, a non-unital chiral algebra A is a D-module on X, together with
a chiral Lie bracket
{ ,} :j~j(A Z A) ->+ A *(A)
satisfying the Jacobi identity up to coherent homotopy, and a non-unital module over
A is a D-module M E D(X) together with an action map
{*3 , }:jj(A M M/) -- A* (MI)
satisfying the Lie action identity up to coherent homotopy.
The D-module ox [- 1] has a canonical structure of a non-unital chiral algebra.
Remark 3.2.2. Given a D-module A e D(X), the structure of a non-unital chiral
algebra on A is itale local on the curve X.
One of the main results in the theory of chiral algebras is a a description of the
structure of a chiral algebra as a factorization algebra on the Ran space. For a
partition a : J -+ I, let
Ran'(X) = {(Sj c X);je, with Sj n Si, 0 if a(j) f a(j')} C Ran(X).
Specifically, Ran(X) is a diagram of schemes
Ran"(X) : SJ Sch
which sends
(Kj)jEJ - UK'a c XK
where K = UK and U' is the subset given by
UK, Xk 4 Xk' if r(k) $ r(k')} CXK
with 7r the composition K - J I. In particular, as with the Ran space, we can
consider the categories of D-modules D(Ranci(X)), and for a surjection a : J I,
we have the maps
D(Ran') - D(Ran")
and
pA D(Ran') -+ D(Ranj)
given by restricting to the open subset given by a and pulling back along the map
p, : Ran! -' Rani
given by the union product on the Ran space.
For a D-module A on Ran(X), let Factnu(A) be the following oo-category. The
objects of Fact" "(A) are finite sets and
H omFact'"' ( A) (,J -> q PJCA a (.IT. iAp(A
Definition 3.2.3. A non-unital factorization algebra is a D-module A on Ran(X)
along with a section of the natural map Fact""(A) - S*
More concretely, a non-unital factorization algebra is a D-module A on Ran(X)
together with homotopy coherent isomorphisms
j(AJ) ~ jieAA)
for partitions a : J -I, compatible with refinements and restrictions to diagonals,
where ja : C XJ is the open subset given by xi / xe if a(i) a(i').
Theorem 3.2.4 (Beilinson-Drinfeld). There are equivalences of categories
{Non-unital Factorization Algebras} -> { Non-unital Chiral Algebras}
given by A [-* Ax[-1].
The D-module WRan(x) has a canonical structure of a non-unital factorization
algebra, as it is the unit of the *-tensor structure on the Ran space. In what follows,
we will consider unital factorization algebras, which we will refer to as factorization
algebras. Roughly, a unital factorization algebra is a non-unital factorization algebra
with coherent maps for each I = I u I2,
compatible with factorization and refinement. To describe these, we consider the
category of finite sets with arbitrary maps, not just surjections. Suppose we have
a map of finite sets r : J - I. Let J, = I - -r(J), and let a, be the partition of
J U J, given by the partition of I given by r and the subset J,. Now, let p, be the
composition
Ran'U' (X ) P = Ranj( X ) a > Ran ( X )
where the first map is the projection and the second map is given by the *-tensor
product. Now, for a D-nodule A on Ran(X), let Fact(A) be the oo-category whose
objects are finite sets and
Hor Fact (A)(I = J) J J, jp (A') -+ i (AZ"J)
Definition 3.2.5. A (unital) factorization algebra is a D-module A on Ran(X).,
together with a section of the natural map Fact(A) -+ rPC such that the images of
surjections in F are isomorphisms.
The D-module WRc,n has a natural structure of a factorization algebra.
Definition 3.2.6. A (unital) chiral algebra is a non-unital chiral algebra A together
with the structure of a unital factorization algebra on the non-unital factorization
algebra corresponding to A.
There is also an equivalence between (unital) factorization and chiral algebras.
Given a factorization algebra A, we can forget the unital structure and regard it as
a non-unital factorization algebra. There is an adjoint functor, given by adjoining a
unit. For a non-unital factorization algebra A, let A+ be the corresponding unital fac-
torization algebra. The chiral algebra corresponding to A+ is given by (Ax ex)[L-1],
but the precise relationship between A and the factorization algebra corresponding
to (Ax D wx)[-1] is rather non-trivial.
As explained in [FG 11], a non-unital factorization algebra A is naturally a cocom-
mutative coalgebra in D(Ran(X)) with respect to the chiral tensor product. In fact,
one can define non-unital factorization algebras as a full subcategory of cocommuta-
tive algebras such that the adjoint maps
j )! (A(J)) 
- j ( J )
are isomorphisms for surjections 7r : I -- J. From this point of view, it is explained
in [FG11] that the equivalence of this definition of a non-unital factorization algebra
and as a Lie algebra in the pseudo-tensor category D(X),h is an instance of Koszul
duality between Lie algebras and cocommutative coalgebras.
An important invariant of a chiral algebra is chiral homology.
Definition 3.2.7. Let A be a chiral algebra, and let B be the corresponding factor-
ization algebra. The chiral homology
Heh (X, A) HdR (Rart (X), B).
Remark 3.2.8. The notion of chiral homology is a derived version of the notion of
conformal blocks for a vertex algebra. Namely, let V be a vertex operator algebra.
We can associate a chiral alqebra Av to any curve X (and this construction is stale)
local. In this case the zeroth homology Ho(He1h(X, Av)) is the space of coinvariants
which is dual to conformal blocks.
Now, suppose that A is a non-unital chiral algebra. In this case, we can also
consider its chiral homology.
Theorem 3.2.9 ([BD04, §4.4.8]). Let A be a non-unital chiral algebra, and A+
A @ x [- 1]. We then have a natural equivalence
H,1jX, A+) ~ Hc-h,(X, A) e k.
3.3 Linear Factorization Sheaves
We can consider D-modules on the Ran space, which factorize additively rather than
multiplicatively, i.e. D-modules F such that at, a point (x, y) e Ran(X), we have
rather than a tensor product.
For a finite set I, consider the following diagram
H1 X x XI
x XI
where H is the incidence correspondence {x = xi}. For a Dx-module M, define
M(I) := p2*isi p (M)
We have that the fiber of M(J) at (xi) is given by
M(I) (xi) = M .
xE {xjiGE1
Furthermore, for a surjection i : I - J, we have a natural isomorphism
A( ) ~- M().
Thus we obtain a D-nodule M(Ran) on the Ran space with a kind of additive factor-
ization property.
For a D-module F on Ran(X), let LFact(F) be the oc-category whose objects
are finite sets and
HomLFact(F)(I J) - I, r, p(cE)! BIJ -(V)!!(WEBJJ,)}
Definition 3.3.1. A weak linear factorization sheaf is a D-rnodule F on Ran(X).
together with a section of the natural map LFact(F) -FP.
A linear factorization sheaf is a weak linear factorization sheaf F such that the
images of surjections in F are isomorphisms.
Let WLFS(X) and LFS(X) be the categories of weak linear factorization sheaves
and linear factorization sheaves, respectively. The inclusion functor LFS(X) -+
WLFS(X) is fully faithful.
We can describe the notion of a linear factorization sheaf a bitr more explicitly. A
linear factorization sheaf is a D-module F on Ran(X) with compatible factorization
isomorphisms
for surjections T : J --- I and there are given cornpatible maps
for partitions I = I, Li2 where pri - X'l is the projection map.
Proposition 3.3.2. Let A be a Dx-module. Then M(Ra,) has a natural structure of
a linear factorization sheaf.
Proof. By construction, we have natural factorization isomorphisms
j(" (7r PM(7,y) ~_ j(" M(J)
for surjections i : J -4 I. Now, suppose we have a partition I = I1 u 12. We have a
map of schemes
u H1, x X 1 2 - H1 .
This gives a natural map
u*ui p (M) i-) pW (M).
Since p 2*iz*an!i p(M) ~ pr!(M(,i)), we obtain the desired unit maps. l
In fact, these are the only linear factorization sheaves.
Theorem 3.3.3. There is an equivalence of categories LFS(X) -+ D(X) given by
{F(I)} , -F*1 with inverse M +- M(Ran)-
Proof. We need to show that for a unital linear factorization sheaf F, we have con-
patible natural isomorphisms
By the factorization property, it suffices to construct compatible maps
which for I = {*} give the identity map. The unit gives a map
By compatibility of the unit with factorization, we have
i~~~1 (-F ~ip(I)).
Thus we have compatible maps
i~f2 pM(*}))
which give the desired maps by adjunction. D
Given weak linear factorization sheaves (Miu); for a finite set I, the D-module
OEi J~fjhas a natural structure of a weak linear factorization sheaf. Therefore, the
-tensor product induces a tensor product on the category WLFS(X). Since the
inclusion functor LFS(X) -> WLFS(X) is fully-faithful, 9! defines a pseudo-tensor
structure on LFS(X).
The o! pseudo-tensor structure on LFS(X) can be described as follows. For a fi-
nite set I, given a collection of linear factorization sheaves (Mi)ier, N E LFS(X) a
map f E Hon, ({Mi}, N) is a map of D-modules on Ran(X)
GIMM -+ N
together with compatible isomorphisms
e 7 : r/T o j(7r)!(f () (E kE K f(Jk) ) 0
for surjections -r : K -** J where the maps are as in the following diagram (which a
priori doesn't commute)
( )!(! fM ) (I_)'(N(_)
j (7r)! k(EBk E Kl k k E f ( k ) k G KN) ! )
In other words, e-, is the isomorphism exhibiting the commutativity of the diagram.
Theorem 3.3.4. The functor LF : D(X) -- LFS(X) given by A V4 A(Ran) extends
to an equivalence of pseudo-tensor categories
(D(X), o*) -- (LFS(X), o!).
Proof. For finite sets I and J, we have a Cartesian square (in the category of discrete
schemes)
H( x Hi
IIAx a = XI
where x Hr is the fiber product of I-copies of
collection (Mj)iEj, N e D(X) and a map
H, over Xj. It follows that for a
f : Ej, MAj A*(N)
in D(XI), we obtain a map
f, : Ei l 1 j A*(i"1p'(N))
in D(xK fHj). Pushing forward to X , we obtain compatible maps
f(J) : j (A) j- N(j)
For a surjection 7r : K -> J, we have the Cartesian square
L H ji = Hj
This an isomorphism e, making the diagram
j(D!(Gler (Mi)(gy ) = j(lr)!(N( ))
j )! (FE k EK ( ogI( 3 i )( Jk)) [k E KN(Jk) )
commute. Thus, LF is naturally a pseudo-tensor functor.
Now, suppose (M1)jc1 , N E LFS(X) are a collection of linear factorization sheaves,
and f E Hom({Mi}, N).
On X', we have a natural map
The composition
j! (Mii ( i ({*})) 3 0lE,(I ) (I)) + I EI~c~ (/)!1(A N) (f*))
is zero, where j is the inclusion of the complement of the diagonal X -+ X'. Therefore,
we obtain a trivialization of the composite
J (MZiEI ( {*} ) - E AI ) (1)) +4 j (N(I)),
This gives a map
and therefore M -4M*f,) is a pseudo-tensor functor. Furthermore, it is the inverse
(as a pseudo-tensor functor) of LF. E
Remark 3.3.5. From the point of view of topology, the ! and *-tensor products only
differ by a shift and the theorem above has the following interpretation. A linear
factorization sheaf is an E2 algebra in the category of sheaves (with respect to the
tensor product given by direct sum) and the theorem is roughly saying that the -
tensor product is a delooping of the !-tensor product.
3.4 Lie-* Algebras
Suppose A is an E2 algebra over a field of characteristic zero. The homology of A has
the structure of an algebra over the operad given by the homology of the E2 operad,
which is generated by a commriutative multiplication in degree 0, and a Lie bracket in
degree 1. In fact, there is a map of operads
Lie[1] -> E2
and therefore the chain complex A[-1] has a natural structure of a Lie algebra, given
by the Browder operation. Furthermore, there is an adjoint functor which produces
an E2 algebra from a Lie algebra. There is an analogous picture for chiral algebras.
In the context of general D-modules, there is no tensor product which agrees on
regular, holonomic D-modules to the one corresponding to the usual tensor product
of constructible sheaves via the Riernann-Hilbert correspondence. Instead, we have a
pseudo-tensor structure, which will suffice to define a version of Lie algebras.
Definition 3.4.1. A Lie-* algebra L is a Lie algebra object in the pseudo-tensor
category (D(X), 0*), i.e. a it is a D-module on X along with a Lie-* bracket
p: L M L -+ sA(L)
satisfying the Jacobi identity up to coherent homotopy.
Remark 3.4.2. Suppose that a Lie-* algebra L is holononic as a D-module. In
this case, we have the functor A* which is left adjoint to A! = A*. In this case, we
can consider the *-tensor product L 0* L := A*(L H L) and being a Lie-* algebra is
equivalent to being a Lie algebra
y L o* L -+ L
in the tensor category of holonornic D-modules with the *-tensor product.
An advantage of considering Lie-* algebras is that it is relatively easy to construct
exaiples. Suppose g is a Lie algebra. Then the D-noduleCD
L: gO Dx
has a natural structure of a Lie-* algebra. In fact, we could implement this construc-
tion for any Lie algebra in the category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X by instead
tensoring with Dx over Oy.
Since we have a map of pseudo-tensor structures 0! - on D(X), we have that a
Lie-* algebra L gives rise to a Lie algebra in the tensor category (D(X), 0!) with the
same underlying D-module. In fact, given a Lie-* algebra L, we can construct Lie
algebras in D(XI) for each finite set I as follows (these give the Lie algebra in the
category (LFS(X), o ) corresponding to L). Let
HII C X x X,
be the closed subset which is given by the union of the subschemes {x - xi}, and let
U1 be its complement. We have the correspondence
H1 C X x X, U1
x XI
Now, let,
- p2,pij (L) and I = p2*jdjp (L).
These are Lie algebras in the category of D-modules on XI. Let L(J) be the fiber of
the natural map 41) - D'). We have that the (shriek) fibers of L(I), I) and f)
are given by
L(j) (xl,...,x,) = o Lx,
.cE{xi}
S(x,...,x,) = HdR(X, L) and
(.x 1) =HdR(X - {x1,. . . , x, }, L)
In particular, we have L~ ~ L. By base change, for a surijection 7: J - I, we have
natural isomorphisms of Lie algebras
and
Therefore, we obtain Lie algebras L(Ran), 0(") and L(Ran) in the tensor category
(D(Ran(X)), o!) and we have a fiber sequence
L_ (Ran) (o,L(Ran) 0 n a)
We have that L(Ran) is the Lie algebra in (LFS(X), o!) corresponding to L.
Definition 3.4.3. A factorization Lie algebra L(Ran) is a Lie algebra in the pseudo-
tensor category (LFS(X ,!).
Theorem 3.3.4 implies
Theorem 3.4.4. There is an equivalence of categories
<b : { Lie-* Algebras} {Factorization Lie algebras}
given by
<b(L) =L(Ran).
3.5 Chiral Envelope
Let A be a chiral algebra. Then the composition
AMA -+j j*(AMA) -- At(A)
makes A into a Lie-* algebra. The shift, by 1 in the topological setting comes from
the fact that the curve is 1-dimensional. This functor has a left adjoint called the
chiral envelope.
In fact, there are two chiral envelopes of a Lie-* algebra L: a non-unital chiral
envelope and a unital chiral envelope. For a Lie-* algebra L, let A(L) and Anlu(L)
denote the factorization algebras corresponding to the unital and non-unital chiral
envelopes of L respectively. The following theorem is proved in [FG11].
Theorem 3.5.1. Let L be a Lie-* algebra. Then. as D-rnodules on the Ran space,
A"u(L) ~
where C(®*)(A*(L)) is the reduced (homological) Chevalley complex of the Lie algebra
A,(L) in the tensor category (D(Ran(X)), ®*).
Corollary 3.5.2. Let L be a Lie-* algebra. Then the chiral hormology
Hesh(X, A( L)) ~_ C( HdR(X, L).
Proof. The functor
HdR(Ran(X),-) D(Ran(X)) Vect
is a tensor functor with respect to the *-tensor structure. Therefore,
HdR( Ran(X), A"" (L)) ~ HdR(Ran(X), a(Y*)(A (L))) ~ (HdR(X, L)).
Now, by Theorem 3.2.9, we have that
He-.h(X, A(L)) ~_ Hd R(Ran,(X ), A( L)""1) @D k ~_ C( HdR(X, L)).
As a chiral algebra we have that A(L)[-1]x ~ (A(L)gu p ox)[-1]. However, on
higher powers of X the two D-rmodules look quite different. The following description
is a reformulation of the description in [BD04, @3.7.6].
Theorem 3.5.3. For a Lie-* algebra L, the factorization algebra A(L) is given by
A(L) (L(Ran)
where L(Ran) is the factorization Lie algebra corresponding to L.
A consequence of this description is that A(L) has a PBW filtration, which is
given by the PBW filtration on C(3!) (L(Ran)). For our purposes, it will be important
that the PBW filtrations on the non-unital chiral envelope and the chiral envelope
are compatible.
Theorem 3.5.4. The natural map
A(L)"l -+ A(L)
is compatible with filtrations, and the map
A(L) = C*(L(Ran)) -C 0(Ra)
is the canonical map
TIA A(L) -> 7r (Heh(X, A(L))
where -r : Ran(X) -+ pt is the structure map. In particular, gA is compatible with
filtrations.
Proof. Consider the natural map A(L)"U - A(L). As a map of non-unital factoriza-
tion algebras, it is characterized by the commutativity of the diagram
A(L)llu A(L)
A4 (L[1]) A,(L[1])
We will prove that this map is compatible with filtrations by induction on the
filtration. The commutative diagram gives the base case, namely that the map
A(L)"" -+ A(L) factors through A(L)<'.
Now suppose that the map A(L)""' -+ A(L) factors through A(L) P. It follows
that we have a map
qr' 1 (A(L)"") ~ Sym*(i+l(A*(L)) -+ A(L)/A(L)-.
We wish to show that this map factors through gr"+'(A(L)) ~ Symr!(i+(L(Ran>).
Indeed, we have that
Sym*20 (A(L)[]) =A[,j+jj(SymoZ(+0 1]))
and the desired map is the adjoint to the map of D-modules on X"+1
Symne (+')(L[1]) --4 Sym!ia+l (L(j+1>1) .
Now, we have that the composite
AOU L_4 C*(I "a)) -+4 U,(I Raan)yA(L 0 0j~
is the canonical map
rinna : A(L)"" -+ ,r(H (X, A(L)"u)
and therefore the corresponding statement for A(L) follows. E]
3.6 Factorization Spaces
One of the advantages of the factorization point of view on chiral algebras is that the
notion of a factorization algebra admits a non-linear version, namely a factorization
space.
Definition 3.6.1. A factorization space is a formal stack Z(Ran) over Ran(X) with
a connection along Ran(X), i.e. an inf-perfect formal stack
p1 : ZI) - XI
with a connection along X' for each finite set I . such that for ,r : J -* I, there are
Cartesian squares
ZMI Z (J)
X (7) XI
which are compatible with composition of surjections up to coherent homotopy. to-
gether with compatible homotopy coherent factorization isomorphisms
Z I~ ~ x Zi) |u,
C J )
for partitions a - Partj(I), where UJ,, C X' is the subset corresponding to the parti-
tion.
A factorization space Z(Ran) is unital if in addition there are maps
XII X Z(12) --- Z(IIx12)
which are compatible with factorization and restrictions to diagonals.
The following Proposition is immediate from the definitions.
Proposition 3.6.2. Let Z(Ran) be a unital factorization space. Then (wheneverp, is
defined)
A(Z) := p.(wz(Rn))
has a natural structure of a factorization algebra.
For our purposes, we will mostly be interested in factorization spaces which are
infinitesimal thickenings of the Ran space.
Proposition 3.6.3. Let Z(Ra) be an inf-pe'rfect unital factorization space such that
ZL") ~ Ran(X). Then
Lz := s*(TZ(Ran)/Ran(X)) 0 Ran(X)
is a factorization Lie algebra and
A(Z) ~- A(Lz)
where s : Ran(X) -Z(Rn) is the unit section, and A(Lz) is the chiral envelope of
Lz.
Proof. Since Z(Ron) is
WRan(X) has a natural
a unital factorization space, the D-module Lz := s*(TZ(Ran)/Ran(X))
structure of a factorization Lie algebra. By Theorem 3.5.3, the
chiral envelope of Lz is given by
A(Lz) - C- (Lz) ~ C*(s*(TZ(Ran)/Ran(X)) 0Ran(X) - p* Z(Ran)).
Chapter 4
Infinitesimal Hecke Functors
4.1 Moduli of G-Bundles
Let G be a finite dimensional affine algebraic group over a field k of characteristic
0, and g its Lie algebra. Let BG be the classifying stack of G, i.e. BG is the
stackification of the sirmplicial scheme
BG G x G G pt
For a scheme S, we have that BG(S) is the groupoid of principal G-bundles on S.
Let X be a smooth proper curve over k. Consider the Hom stack
Bun0 := Hom(X, BG).
As a functor,
BunG(S) - {Principal G-bundles on X x S} = Hom(X x S, BG).
Bun0 is representable by a smooth Artin stack, which is locally of finite type [BD].
Let P be the universal principal G-bundle on X x BunG and let gp be the vector
bundle associated to the adjoint representation of G on g. In fact, g is a quasi-
coherent sheaf of Lie algebras on X x Buno. There is an isomorphism of sheaves of
Lie algebras on Bun0
TBunG[- ~- H(X,gp)
where H(X, gp) is the pushforward of gr along the map X x BUnG -* BunG.
4.2 Infinitesimal Hecke Functors
We will construct a certain family of monads on the category of quasi-coherent sheaves
on Buno parametrized by the Ran space. For S C X a finite subset, let Heckes be
the functor which classifies triples
Heckes ={ P 1 , P 2 , I) ; Pi E BunG, N : Pix-s - P2|x-s}.
Heckes is an Artin ind-stack. Similarly, we can consider the ind-stacks Hecke(
which classify (n + 1) G-bundles which are isomorphic away from S, i.e. a tuple
{ Po, . . . P V, I1, . . . , * 4 ) -" . i : Pi _1 ~ - Pi}
In this way, we obtain a simplicial object
r Hcck(*) : = (2) (D)Hecke' : - Heccke 
__ kes Heckce ~ BunG ,
which is the Cech nerve of the natural map BunG(X) - BunG(X - S). We will
consider the infinitesimal version of this groupoid, i.e the Cech nerve
Heckes (BuntG(X) -+ BunG(X - S)
where BunG(X - S) is the formal completion of BunG(X - S) along Banucn(X). More
explicitly, let Heckes be the functor which classifies tuples
-a : Pi,red ~ P2,red, / : P 1|x-s ~ P2x-'SHeckes = (P1, P 2, , ) such that d (}K-S)iJ
- ~ (.)
Since BunG(X) and Bung-(X S) are formal stacks, we have that Heckes is a
simplicial formal stack.
We have the infinitesimal Hecke correspondence
Heckes
BuntG BunG
which gives the monad
ps2ps,1 : QC(BunG) -> QC(BunG).
In fact, the simplicial formal stacks Heckes form a family over the Ran space. To
describe it, we introduce an auxiliary space Xa over the Ran space. For a finite set
I, let
X C X X X i
be the open subset given by {x: xi I}. For a surjection 7 : J -> I, we have a Cartesian
square
X0 X0
XI XJ
Therefore, we obtain
X0an -> Ran(X).
Over a finite subset S C X, the fiber of this map is X - S.
Proposition 4.2.1. The space Xkan has a natural connection along the Ran space.
Proof. For a finite set I, let
Xcr: (Xf)(I, x X.
(X'XX')IR
We then have a Cartesian square
X X
XI W) dX)R
and these are compatible for surjections r : J -+> I.
Now, for a finite set I, let
Heckcx1 :C Bunoc x XI BunG[X,]
where BunG[X] is the functor given by
BunG [X7 (T) { fi: T -- X for i e I,
P G Bunc(T x X - (UF(f 1 )))
for a test scheme T, and BunG[X] is the formal completion of Bunj[X ](T) along
BunG x X .
Furthermore, for a surjection -r : J --> I, we have a Cartesian square
- (0) -> (*)
Heckex 1  Heckexi
I 0 I
x' -A
Thus, we have a simplicial formal stack Heckean over the Ran space.
Lemma 4.2.2. The simplicial formal stack HeckeRan has a natural flat connection
along the Ran space.
Proof. W'Ve have for a finite set I,
Bunc[Xl ~ Hoaxi(XBG x X')
and therefore it has a flat connection along XI. These give a flat connection on
BWU[XRGan] along the Ran space. Furthermore, the natural maps
Buna x XI -> Bun[X]
are flat, along X. Therefore, these induce a flat connection on HcckeR,7f along the
Ran space.
For a formal stack over the Ran space S -* Ran(X) with a flat connection, let
QCe(S) be the category of ind-coherent sheaves on S with a fHat connection along
Rant(X). For S = Bun0 x Ran(X), we have
QC ' (But x Ran(X)) ~ QC(BunG) 0 D(Ran(X)).
Thus, Hecke gives a monad
'h' : QC(BuTna) @ D(Ran(X)) -+ QC(Burt) x D(Ran(X)).
We have the correspondence
Heckeaan
PI P
Bun0 x Ran(X) Bun0 x Ran(X)
and, as a functor, 7 i+n is given by
Rann
This functor is in the image of the natural map
End(QC(BunG)) 0 D(Ran(X)) -> End(QC(Buna) 0 D(Ran(X))).
Thus, we can regard N i as a family of monads on QC(BunG) parametrized by the
Ran space, which has a connection along the Ran space.
4.3 Factorization Families
For any monoidal category, we define the notion of a factorization family. Roughly,
a factorization family is a family of objects As of the category parametrized by the
Ran space, so that for disjoint subsets Si, S2 C X, Asus2 ~ As, O AS 2 . In particular,
objects corresponding to distinct points commute with respect to the tensor product.
Let S be a monoidal oc-category. For an object A C S 0 D(Ran(X)), let
Factord(A) be the oc-category whose objects are ordered finite sets and
HomFactOrd (A)(I) J) Y { J ,' r, jJ! (AN,) (AZJLJr)
where r is a map of ordered finite sets, J, is the ordered finite set given by J, =
I - 7r(I), A' e E 0 D(Ran') the external tensor product along the Ran space and
the monoidal product in S of I copies of A and pi and J- are as in Section 3.2, i.e.
p,: E 0 D(Ran<') -> 0E D(Ran')
is the pull-back along the projection and
j7 : S G D(RanI) S D(Rano')
is the restriction to the open subset corresponding to the partition o,,.
Definition 4.3.1. Let E be a monoidal oc-category. A factorization family in S is
an object A G E 0 D(Ran(X)) and a section of the natural map Fact"d(A) -+ A*
(where A is the category of finite ordered sets) such that the imrages of surjections in
A are isomorphisms.
The unit object 1 0 otRn(x) is naturally a factorization family.
We can describe a factorization family in E as follows. It is an object A E E 0
D(Ran(X)), i.e. for each finite set I an object A' E E D D(X') and compatible
isomorphisrns
A(AI) ~ AJ
for surjections 7r : J - I, along with the following factorization data. For partitions
I = I1 U ... U I , the factorization data consists of isomorphisms
(A"l o . A'-), (A') U
which are compatible with subpartitions, along with maps
All M WX12 -, 1
0 2
which are compatible with factorization and restriction to the diagonals.
We have that the functor of integrating along the Ran space gives us a functor
Heh(X, -) : E O D(Ran(X)) -+ S.
It is not a monoidal functor with respect to the monoidal structure on S and the
0! monoidal structure on D(Ran(X)). However, as we'll see it does preserve some
tensor products. Let
SjT E -> E 0 D(Ran(X))
be the pullback functor along the projection map r : Ran(X) -+ pt. We then have
for F G E and G e E G D(Ran(X))
Heh(X, 7 (F) 0 G)~ F 0 Heh(X, G) ~ H,(X, 7(F)) 0 He4(X, G).
Furthermore, Hc.h preserves tensor products of unital factorization families.
Theorem 4.3.2. Let A, B be unital factorization families in S. We then have
He(X, A 0 B) ~ He (X, A) 0 H((X, B).
Proof. Let A X B E E 0 D(Ran(X)) 0 D(Ran(X)) be the external product of A and
B along the Ran space and internal tensor product in E. We have
HcIR(Ran(X) x Ran(X), A H B) ~ He1(X, A) 0 He11(X, B).
Now, let's construct maps
6 : He(X, A 0B) -+ HdR(Ran(X) x Ran(X , AM B)
and
TI: HdR(Ran(X) x Ran(X), A B ) -i Hc(X,A) 0 Hch(X, B).
We have
HdR(Ran(X) x Ran(X), A N B) = hocolin HdR(X' x Xj, A' M B')IJ
and
H-he(X, A 0 B) = hocolim HdR( X', A' 0 B)
On X' x X', we have a natural map
A*(A'o B' ) -A' B'
which gives the map 6. On X' x Xj, we have from the unit maps for A and B, a
map
A' M B3 - AIUJ guJ
which gives the map q. Now, since the composition
A* (A' & B') - A' M B' -> Alul 0 BIlu
is one of the maps in the homotopy colimit for Heh(X, A 0 B), we have that the
composition i/ o 6 is isomorphic to the identity. Similarly, the composition
A,(A' M B ) -- A*(AIUJ ® 3 I J) ~ A Zuj M BJUJ
is one of the maps in the homotopy colimit for HdR(Ran(X) x Ran(X), A M B) and
therefore 6 oq is isomorphic to the identity.
Definition 4.3.3. Let S be a monoidal oo-category. A factorization monoid in E is
a monoid in E o Ran(X) which is a factorization family in a compatible way.
Corollary 4.3.4. Let Al be a factorization monoid in E. Then Hch(X, AL) is a
monoid in E.
Proposition 4.3.5. Let C be an oo-category, and let F be an object in End(C) 0
D(Ran(X)). We then have for C G C
Hch(X, F)(C) ~H(,h(X, F(1 (C)))
where
x C C 0 D(Ran(X))
is the pull-back functor.
Proof. Recall that colimit preserving functors out of a tensor product of categories
are given by functors from the product which preserve colimits separately in each
variable. We have that
F = colim F, M9,
for F,, e End(C) and g;, C D(Ran(X)). It follows that
Hcrh(X,F(71 (C)))~ colir HdR(Ran(X),F,,(C) g) =
colim (F,,(C) 0 HdR(Ra n(X),9)) Heh(X, F)(C).
Corollary 4.3.6. Let C be an oo-category and let A be a factorization monoid in
End(C). We then have, for C G C, natural isomorphisms
HdR(Ran(X), M"((C))) ~ Heh(X, M)"(C)
for n E N.
Theorem 4.3.7. The infinitesimal Hecke monad over the Ran space
'Hf : QC( BunG) 0 D(Ran(X)) -~ QC(Bun0 ) 0 D(Ran(X))
has a natural structure of a factorization monoid in the oo-category End(QC(Buna)).
Proof. We have that the restriction of 'H' to X' is given by pull-push along theRO
corresponden(ce1i
Heckexi
Bun0 x X' BUoI x XI
Now, for a partition a: : I = 1o L 1, we have the natural nap
T e Hcckex10  x fceCkcXi, x U, -+ Heckexi x U,
BanG XI xI
given by
(PI, P 2, (1) x (P2,Ps, 3) -P (P1, P3 ,)
where y is given by the composition of av and j3 restricted to U,. For a test scheme
S over U, let
fj, yj : S -4 X
be the compositions of the structure map to the X') and X'" factors respectively.
Since the image of S is in U, the sets U F(fi) and U r(q) are disjoint and therefore
we have a coCartesian square
(X x S) - (U F(fi) u U r(g9 )) = (X x S) - (U F(fi))
I _i
(X x S) - (U F(gj)) X x S
It follows that the data of a G-bundle on X x S is equivalent to a G-bundle on
(X x S) - (U
to (X x S) -
F(fi)) and (X x S) -
(U r (fi) U U r (gyj)).
(U F(gj)) and an ismorphism of their restrictions
This gives an inverse map to T by setting
P2I(X x S)-(U r(h)) ~ P1 (X x S)-(U F(fi))
and
P2 (XxS)-(U F(gyj)) ~ P3|(x xS)-(U r(gj))
with the gluing isomorphism given by 7. Passing to sheaves on the formal com-
pletion along Bun0 , it follows that 1nf is a non-unital factorization family in
End(QC(BunG)) (the necessary compatibility follows from the base change formula).
Now, for a partition I =o L I1, we also have maps
Heckex10 x X'L -> Heckex1
given by restricting the isomorphism of G-bundles. These are clearly compatible with
the diagonal maps and further refinement. l
The chiral homology of the infinitesimal Hecke monad gives a
monad
Heh( X,1'N j ): QC(BunG) -> QC(Buna).
4.4 D-Modules
The goal of this section is to describe the monad
Hcfh(X71iR) : QC(BuanG) -+ QC( Bno)
which, by Proposition 4.3.5, is given by 7rp2*p r+, for the maps
P1
HeckRn | B'una x Ran(X) '" : Buna.
P2
Lemma 4.4.1. With respect to the first projection map
P, : HeckeR, --+ BunG x Ran(X).
Hckean is a unital factorization space (relative to BUna), and the family of chiral
algebras
AHecke 1*(HeRan/BUnG
is gven by the chiral envelope
A- A(L,)
where where gpy is the Lie algebra of G twisted by the universal G-bundle over BUnG-
Proof. By the same argument as in Theorem 4.3.7, HeckeRan is a unital factorization
space. By Proposition 3.6.3, it suffices to show that the factorization Lie algebra
given by
TH-Q [-1] H*Tf7keRan/BunGxRan(X)1
is isomorphic to the factorization Lie algebra corresponding to the Lie-* algebra L,.
We have a Cartesian square
HeckcRan 2 Bun0 x Ran(X)
P1
Bun0 x Ran(X) q Bun-  R[XianI
which gives a fiber sequence of Lie algebras
Hc BUnGx Ran(X)/Ran(X) [-I - BG an|Ra -- D-
Corollary 4.3.8.
In the notation of Section 3.4, we have isomorphisms
TBIUnG x Ran(X)/Ran(X)
and
It follows that T ,
q*(T aL(Ran)
1] 0 WRan(X) (L ) Ran) as desired.
Consider the diagram
HeckeRan
P2
BPn x 1-
Buno x BunG
Rn2
Han (X)
where B uor x Bunc is the formal completion of BunG x Bune; along the diagonal.
Since p, ~ ri o #, for i = 1, 2, we have a natural map
u'l P2* 7F2 * 0(/ iF1 -- 4 7F2*lTj
We have that
T2 *7r1 ~D LWRan(X)
where
<bo : QC(Bunc) - QC(Bunac)
is the monad given by induction of a quasi-coherent sheaf to a right D-module. By
considering the same diagram for higher terms in the infinitesimal Hecke groupoid
and the infinitesimal groupoid for Buno, we obtain a map of monads
7<-+ >D MRan(X)
Theorem 4.4.2. The natural map
pH K-bD M WRan(X)
induces an isomorphism of monads
Hch,(X, NH)~+ bf
upon taking chiral homology.
Proof. To show that this map is an equivalence, it suffices to show that the underlying
map of functors is an equivalence. Thus, we need to show that the natural map
7P : r*p2*pll ( M W Ran(x)) -- irr 2*7ri (M M WRan(X)) ~ M 0OUn'G DBunG
is an isomorphism for M E QC(BunG). The key idea will be to swap P2* and r2 by
x Ran(X)
Ran(X) (LgP)an
pi* and iri respectively. Namely, we will show that, the map
' *:rpipI(IM WRan(X)) - 7*71*7T1 Ran(X))
is a filtered isomorphism, and deduce the theorem by comparing filtrations of y and
We have that with respect to pi and wTr, HcckeRan and Bun x Bun0 x Ran(X)
are augmented formal stacks over BunG x Ran(X). Thus, we have sheaves of Lie
algebras on BunGx Ran(X):
T Hec H-e Ran|BunG xRan(X) - l
and
TBIUflG[-l1 ST [ 1]T xBG tt nG xRant (X)|B unIG x Rnnii( X)
along with a map of Lie algebras T [-1] TB-+,a[-1]. Now, let
47CD HcckcRl- Hcce~
Hececk~n-Hcea
and
(T Bt : una x Bua x Ran(X) Bun x Bun 0 x Ran(X)
be the maps which switch the two factors. In particular, we have
P2 - p1 0 J- and 7 2 - YT1 0 n u
Slightly abusing notation, we will refer to both of these maps as a. We can regard
pj(M M WRan(X)) and rAiM 1 Ran(X)) as T-f [-1] and TBUnG 1[-]-modules respec-
tively. We then have the natural map
P2*Pl ( M UWRan(X)) T2*7r ( M WRan(X))
C* (T-,[- 1], jlp! (M Z LtRan(X) ! C(TMn M 7T Ran(X)))1'k '  (B', '1~
which we wish to show is an isomorphism after taking deRham cohomology along the
Ran space. The map is compatible with the PBW filtration on both sides. Therefore,
it suffices to show that the map is an isomorphism on deRham cohomologies along
the Ran space upon passing to the associated graded sheaves. We have
gr'(C, (T-g [-1], 0 p (M M LJRan(X)))) ~Sym' (T-g) 0 (M N LURan(X))
and
gr'(C(Tun G (11, 7T1 (A E JRan(X)))) ~ Sym'(TBnlG) Rn(M n w o (X)).
In particular, the associated graded of the map
W' :piLp(M.,,na(x)) 
---+ T* J 0i1l( 1 Lwa,(Xy)
with respect to the PBW filtration is isomorphic to the associated graded of the map
qI. Therefore, it suffices to show that T' is a filtered equivalence upon taking deRharm
cohomology. We have
7Wi*WI(AIMWRan(X)) ~ C*(TBunG f-li)R(AfMwRaln(X)) ~ CI(H(X, gP))®(MWnRan(X))
and by Lemma 4.4.1,
Pup*(M WaRan(X)) A(L,) (M (x),
which is compatible with filtrations. Now, by Theorem 3.5.4, we have a filtered
isomorphism
,( A(LgP) 0 (M X wRan(x))) w(A(L)) 0 I --+ C1*(H(X, gp)) 0 Al
giving the desired result.
Thus, we have a functor
p : D(Bun) 7i. mod(QC(Bunf>G) 0 D(Rat(X)))
such that the diagram
D(BunG) P 71X -mod(QC(BunG) 0 D(Ran(X)))
Forget Forget
QC(BunG) --> QC(Buna) 0 D(Ran(X))
commutes up to coherent homotopy. It follows that p preserves limits. By the adjoint
functor theorem, p has a left adjoint
A : 'Hi-mod(QC(BunG) 0 D(Ran(X))) -> D(Buno).
Let
Ind f : QC(BunG) 0 D(Ran(X)) -+ 7+j-mod(QC(BunG) 0 D(Ran(X)))In'Ran Rn
be the functor left adjoint to Forget. We then have for M E QC(Buno)OD(Ran(X),
A(Ind in (M)) ~ IndD(7*(M))-
'Ran
Theorem 4.4.3. The natural map A o p - id is an isomorphism. In particular,
the category D(Bun) is a localization of the category H-(jnf mod(QC(Buna)) 0
D(Ran(X)).
Proof. It suffices to show that for Al E QC(BunG), the natural map
A(p(AI M DBunG)) -+ Al DBe"G
is an isomorphisrn. We have the natural map
Ind nr (M!(AI)) -+ p(AI 0 D au"G).
Let K be the fiber of this map. We need to show that A(K) ~ 0. Let B('HjA, K)*
be the monadic bar resolution of K. We have
B( , K)(*') ~- Ind ((Xiai )"(K)).
Now, we have a fiber sequence
(7yNf/ )"(K) -+ (Hfnl )+1l(M()) -> ("n )"(!(M D eunc;)
in the category QC(BIunO) 0 D(Ran(X)). By Corollary 4.3.6, the map
Has,(Ran(X), (X n+('f ()) -+Hy(a() X )(-rl (MI 0 Deulj)))
is an isomorphisi. It follows that A(B(NH , K)("1)) ~ 0.
Remark 4.4.4. In general, the diagrarr
'-mrtod(QC(Buna) o D (Ran (X))) ' D(Buno)
Forget J Forget
QC(Bun 0 ) 0 D(Ran (X)) QC(BunG)
does not commute.
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